Music box is a new definition in style that lets you control your music.

Its glossy touch panel surfaces mix distinction with discretion, while providing a unique set of functions that enable you to create different atmospheres through unique playlists.
The Buspro system provides multiple solutions for control of your music. Besides the minimalist Music box, your background music can also be controlled from our DLP Series switches and from your smartphone or tablet.

The HDL Music box is the ultimate experience in home audio control. It offers you complete command over your whole home audio system. By combining all your music sources into one precisely engineered panel it is the last word in acoustic functionality.

Control all your music player in different ways

Up to 6 different sources

With Music box you can choose from a multitude of audio inputs. With a LED indicator you can easily see your chosen source.

Selectable Playlists

Set different playlists to match diverse atmospheres or important events. Using the lower buttons you can easily navigate playlists for simplified command and control.

Amplificable

For those situations in which you need more power simply plug your amplifier into the music box and supply your speakers with the necessary current.